The International Information Security School (hereinafter «IISS») is confident that the young generation can contribute a constructive note to the negotiation process.

In pursuance of international cooperation support in the field of international information security, we are proposing to create a youth track diplomacy within the framework of the United Nations Open-ended Working Group on security of and in the use of information and communications technologies (hereinafter «Open-ended Working Group»).

The IISS is ready to become a coordinating link under the auspices of the Open-ended Working Group in cooperation with the Diplomatic Academy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation.

In addition, the International Information Security School would like to announce the following proposals:

− Establishment of cooperation of the IISS with all interested parties;
− Creation of a Center for Youth Cyberdiplomacy under the auspices of an Open-ended Working Group in cooperation with the Diplomatic Academy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation with headquarters in Singapore, Moscow and New York;
− Conducting on an ongoing basis the youth tracks of the Open-ended Working Group to facilitate the negotiation process and develop proposals on the most relevant agenda topics;
− Organization of a partner communication space based on the youth track of the Open-ended Working Group;
− Setting up the Working Youth Groups under the auspices of the Open-ended Working Group in cooperation with the IISS in order to analyze the relevant aspects of ensuring security and use of information.
and communications technologies. Followed by the results’ presentation of the analysis to the participants of the negotiation process in furtherance of the facilitation the scientific and analytical support of the Open-ended Working Group activities;

– Holding of an annual international youth scientific conference on ensuring security and use of information and communications technologies. With further conference results forwarding to the participants of the negotiation process of the Open-ended Working Group in order to provide scientific and analytical support for its activities.

We hope for the support of our proposals, which will certainly be useful for the negotiation process.

More information about the International Information Security School could be found at: https://www.dipacademy.ru/special-projects/mib-school/

Our contacts: a.martirosian@dipacademy.ru
infosec.school@yandex.ru
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